Introduction
The doping phase diagram of Pnictide superconductors shows magneto-structural transformation boundaries interrupted by a superconducting dome [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . Unraveling the intricate relationship between superconductivity, magnetism and the structural changes in Pnictide superconductors is a topic of ongoing interest.
Doping dependence studies in Pnictides indicate that superconductivity arises following destruction of long range magnetic order, with the bulk superconducting transition temperature (T c ) becoming maximum at an optimal doping concentration (x). MuSR studies on Ba(Fe 1-x Co x ) 2 As 2 have shown that Co doping results in loss of long range magnetic order with a disordered magnetic or incommensurate spin density wave state [9, 10, 11, 12] being present.
Recent Iron isotope variation studies in doped 1111 and 122 Pnictides show that both the magnetic (T N ) and bulk superconducting transition temperatures (T c ) are affected, suggesting the possibility of a close relationship between magnetism and superconductivity [13] in these compounds. Recent studies at temperatures (T) below T c in underdoped Pnictides suggest the coexistence of superconductivity (SC) along with magnetic fluctuations [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] . Theories suggest that magnetism plays an important role in mediating strong superconducting pairing correlations in Pnictides [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29] . Thus while doping dependence studies suggest that suppression of long range magnetic order in Pnictides is important for the emergence of superconductivity one needs to reconcile with evidences that magnetism is also important for superconductivity in these compounds. Here we consider following: if magnetic fluctuations are important for mediating superconducting pairing and the fluctuations are strong enough to survive above T c then it is plausible that they may mediate local superconducting fluctuations to exist in the normal state. Evidence for the presence of superconducting fluctuations above T c in Pnictides isn't a well resolved issue. ARPES study in a BaFe 2 (As 1-x P x ) 2 indicates the presence of local superconducting correlations above bulk T c [30] . However in Ba(Fe 1-x Co x ) 2 As 2 system STM study on crystals with different x, suggests the superconducting gap closes at T c [31] . Recently there is a study in FeSe crystal which shows evidence for the presence of preformed pairs above T c [32] . In this article we present sensitive measurements of local and bulk magnetization in BaFe 2-x Co x As 2 single crystals with the Co concentration (x) varied from under to over doped regime. All the crystals show a robust bulk diamagnetic Meissner shielding response at moderate applied magnetic field (H). At T < T c , local magnetic field measurements reveal the presence of a weak positive magnetization (paramagnetic) response in the optimally doped crystal at very low applied H which transforms into a diamagnetic response with increase in H. In all the crystals (with different x) just above T c we observe positive magnetization response which shows a peak like feature and a long paramagnetic tail extending upto high T.
Analysis of this feature as well as imaging of differential changes in local magnetic field in response to external H modulation reveal the presence of an inhomogeneous normal state with local regions with enhanced diamagnetic shielding response embedded in a background with positive magnetization response. We propose the presence of local superconducting fluctuations exhibiting with local diamagnetic response in the normal state of this compound.
Above T c , we investigate the variation of superconducting volume fraction with x. We observe that the crystal with optimum doping concentration exhibits the strongest effects of magnetic fluctuations and it also possesses the highest volume fraction with superconducting fluctuations above T c . Using the data gathered from each crystal we identify different characteristic temperatures measured as a function of H, which we summarize in a H -T diagram for each x. Using this diagram we identify different regimes, viz., a regime where exclusive magnetic fluctuations exist, a regime above T c where superconducting and magnetic fluctuations coexist and a regime below T c where weak magnetic fluctuations coexist with bulk superconductivity. We believe our results suggests the presence of local superconducting fluctuations above T c and that magnetic fluctuations play a role in mediating superconducting order in the BaFe 2-x Co x As 2 system. Single crystals of BaFe 2-x Co x As 2 with x = 0.10, 0.14, and 0.20 were prepared using self-flux method [33] . The bulk T c is identified from the onset of diamagnetism in T dependent magnetization M (T) at low H and from the sharp drop in resistance R(T) (c.f. arrows in Figure 1a -c). The T c 's determined from the two measurements differ slightly (see Table 1 ) as T c determined from bulk M(T) measurements is with a low H = 50 Oe while T c determined from R(T) is at H = 0 Oe, also the M(T) and R(T) measurements were performed in different cryogenic systems. The variation of T c with Co doping concentration (x) is summarized in Table 1 . Using the R(T) values, we label the crystal x = 0.14 (Co-14) as being close to Optimal doping (OpD) (highest T c (0) = 26.80 K ), Co-10 (x = 0.10) as underdoped (UD) and Co-20 (x = 0.20) as overdoped (OD) crystal, consistent with values in earlier reports [1] (note in ref. 1 the x is defined as in Ba(Fe 1-x Co x ) 2 As 2 while in our article we define x as BaFe 2-x Co x As 2 ). The RRR for Co-10, Co-14 and Co-20 crystals were 1.92, 2.45 and 2.71, respectively, and resistivity at 30 K in the range of 100 µΩ-cm. In all our measurements the applied H is parallel to [001] direction of the single crystal. The local magnetic field distribution (B z (x,y)) at different H and T across the sample surface is mapped using high sensitivity magneto-optical (MO) imaging [34, 35, 36] technique (see supplementary). Figure 1a shows the normalized R(T) (normalized w.r.t R at 300 K) behavior for all three crystals at H = 0
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Oe. The normalized R(T) for Co-10 (UD) crystal shows an anomalous upturn in R at 67 K, which is a feature associated with magneto-structural transition in Pnictides (c.f. ref. Oe. This unusual transformation from a weakly positive magnetization at low H into a strong diamagnetic response at moderately high H will be discussed later.
It is to be noted that at 0 Oe applied field we observe a bright MOI contrast from the crystal sustained upto T which is well above T c albeit with decreasing intensity (c.f. Fig. 3g -i) upto 220 K (Fig. 3i) . Inset of Figure 3e shows a nearly featureless B z (r) distribution measured across the MO image at 220K and 0 Oe ( Earlier studies have suggested that doping destroys long range magnetic correlations but preserves locally short range magnetic order. Infact µSR and Neutron diffraction studies on Co doped BaFe 2 As 2 system suggest that doping produces a disordered Fe magnetic configuration along with some magnetic order [9] [10] [11] Table 1 . We would like to mention that from the MO images, positive B z -H response at low H is found uniformly across the entire crystal (c.f. Fig. 3a, g-i) and it cannot be attributed to Co concentration variations across the crystal (later on we provide further evidence to discount this possibility further).
Based on the observations in Figure 2 0 Oe, shows that Co-14 crystal exhibits a comparatively larger positive B z response than that of Co-20 (c.f. Fig. 5a ).
Although small and much weaker than Co-14 crystal, the B z distribution deep inside Co-20 sample is not zero but finite with B z~2 G (c.f. Inset Fig. 5a ). This is consistent with the observation in Figure 2a like behavior values expected if only magnetic fluctuations were present (cf. Fig. 2d-f) . The actual M data exhibits an peak feature at T p (as noted in Fig 2a-c and also in Fig. 4a ) below which the diamagnetic response enhances at a faster rate causing M to drop rapidly (c.f. Fig. 2a-c) . In Figure 6a Figure. 2d. The denominator in v sf is the bulk superconducting response determined from the saturated diamagnetic value of 4πM at H = 50 Oe at T << T c (c.f. Fig. 1a-c) . Table 2 shows the estimated v sf of 0.094% for Co-10 (UD), 0.346% for Co-14 (OpD) and 0.008% for Co-20 (OD) crystal.
The Recently studies in FeSe crystals have shown evidence for BCS-BEC crossover in a Fermi system with strong spin imbalance, where the presence of preformed pairs in the crossover regime [32] was reported. The work suggested the possibility that in such systems with spin imbalance, the superconducting state maybe exotic with high degree of spin polarization, viz., spin triplet pairing. We note that above T c in our crystals of BaFe 2-x Co x As 2 we also observe evidence of the presence of superconducting fluctuations exhibiting local diamagnetic response embedded in a significantly magnetized background. However despite the presence of a positive magnetic response, we believe below T c the energy reduction in BaFe 2-x Co x As 2 crystals due to onset of superconductivity is greater than any increase in energy due to Zeeman contributions from any magnetized state surviving below T c . In the BaFe 2-x Co x As 2 as the same set of electrons need to choose between participating in pairing or contributing to magnetism near T c , the energy considerations favour pairing via magnetic fluctuations perhaps via magnonic states [13, 46, 47] . This may partially explain the predominance of the diamagnetic response as H is increased (c.f. Figure 3f ). Our observation also seems to suggests the absence of any exotic spin triplet pairing possibility in BaFe 2-x Co x As 2 .
In conclusion we have presented evidence for the presence of superconducting fluctuations above T c in BaFe 2- 
